**TERMINOLOGY:**

PTT: Push-to-Talk

Pairing: Connecting multiple Bluetooth devices for the first time.

Linking: Re-establishing connection after pairing has been complete.

**Trouble-Shoot**

For secure fit, wrap the radio dongle around the radio antennae.

During “Power On” state on the earpiece, if earpiece flashes blue and red, turn Off, back On and it will link to the radio adapter.

Earphone Connection, Inc. does not guarantee the performance of Bluetooth devices due to RF (radio frequency) interference.

---

**MANUFACTURER'S LIMITED WARRANTY**

Your SALES RECEIPT is required to validate & obtain warranty services. Your Tactical EarGest is warranted against internal defects in material or workmanship. All of our earphones are warranted for 12 months. Hygiene restrictions prevent us from extending our limited warranty to wearable parts such as: Terspods, Fitas, foam pads, clear tubes & ear inserts. The warranty is extended to the original purchaser only and does not cover the following:

- Physical abuse
- Damage from tagging or pulling
- Improper maintenance of unit
- Frayed, torn or exposed wires
- Crushing or smashing in any way, shape or form

General misuse of the item such as: Excessive volume, tempering with the unit or repairs attempted by someone other than the manufacturer will void the MANUFACTURER'S LIMITED WARRANTY.

The manufacturer reserves the right to evaluate and refuse warranty based on their evaluation. In order to obtain warranty services, proof of purchase in the form of a SALES RECEIPT must be returned along with the product.

For Returns Dept. Call Toll Free: (888) 372-1888
PAIRING THE BT RADIO ADAPTER & EARRPIECE:

**STEP 1:** Attach the adapter to the radio. Press down on the clear PTT button on the BT radio adapter and turn the radio on at the same time. Do not release until BT radio adapter is flashing blue and red, then release.

**STEP 2:** Power on the earpiece with the slide switch to “On” position. The earpiece will automatically flash Blue/Red.

**STEP 3:** When both units appear solid Blue for a moment, they are paired.

PAIRING THE BT RADIO ADAPTER & BTR REMOTE SWITCH:

**STEP 1:** Slide the switch to the “Off” position on the earpiece. Turn radio off.

**STEP 2:** Press down on the clear PTT button on the BT radio adapter and turn the radio on at the same time. Do not release until BT radio adapter is flashing blue and red, then release. Press on the clear button again to change the pairing pattern.

**STEP 3:** Long press the PTT button on the BTR Remote Switch until it’s flashing Blue/Red then release. BT radio adapter will turn solid Blue momentarily. BTR Remote Switch will have no light. Now the units are paired.

**STEP 4:** Power on earpiece, wait momentarily for all units to link and press the BTR Remote Switch for a radio check. You are now ready.

POWER OFF:

Slide the switch on the earpiece to the off position. To Power Off the BTR Remote Switch, press & hold the PTT button until LED flashes Red.

POWER ON:

With the BT radio adapter attached, turn on radio. Slide the switch on the earpiece to the on position. Short press the PTT button on the BTR Remote Switch until Blue LED appears then release. Wait a moment for all units to link. Now you are ready.

CHARGING:

Connect USB cable to the wall and one component at a time. All units flash RED during charge. When LED is solid Red units are charged. Charging time 3 hours.

1. Headset
2. Volume key
3. No/Off key
4. Answer/Hang Up key
5. Rubber
6. Ear_ring
7. Mic